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explore
Join us for growth 
we invite you to scenic asheville, n.C., to embark on a journey 
of discovery and development along with other institutional 
teams from across the country who share an interest in the 
Boyer model of scholarship. this retreat will give your team of 
faculty, staff, administrators and other stakeholders the time, 
tools and experience to develop a plan for integrating the Boyer 
model into your institutional culture. Faculty roles and rewards 
will constitute a major focus of the retreat as you incorporate 
Boyer’s four scholarships – discovery, integration, application and 
teaching – into your institution’s mission, goals and processes. 
Come prepared to work hard and leave with real results. 

IntegratIng the Boyer Model: 
An Executive Retreat



the retreat features 
Inspiration from keynote speaker Mary taylor huber

Consultation with distinguished, experienced leaders, 
including key wCU faculty and administrators

a collaborative environment featuring whole-group  
and small-group sessions

Individual facilitators dedicated to your team before,  
during, and after the retreat

Interaction with other teams to discuss best practices  
and plans as they evolve

group-building through a variety of social events that 
highlight the region

optional preconference workshop for team members  
new to the Boyer model

Proven retreat organization, based on a successful  
model pioneered by northeastern University

Mary taylor huber, keynote retreat leader 
Mary taylor huber is senior scholar emeriti and consulting 
scholar at the Carnegie Foundation for the advancement of 
teaching. Involved in research at the Carnegie Foundation since 
1985, she has directed projects on Cultures of teaching in higher 
education; led Carnegie’s roles in the Integrative learning Project 
and the U.s. Professors of the year award; and worked closely 
with the Carnegie academy for the scholarship of teaching and 
learning. her latest book is entitled The Scholarship of Teaching and 
Learning Reconsidered: Institutional Integration and Impact (2011).

about the boyer Model
In the 1990 publication “scholarship reconsidered,” ernest 
Boyer introduced an academic model advocating four types 
of scholarship. according to Boyer, traditional research, or the 
scholarship of discovery, had been the center of academic life 
and crucial to an institution’s advancement. Building on that 
foundation, he also included the scholarship of integration, 
i.e., making connections within and across disciplines and 
performing research amid a larger intellectual pattern. engaging 
in research that works to alleviate social problems became a part 
of the scholarship of application, and systematic reflection on 
teaching and learning formed the heart of the scholarship of 
teaching and learning (often abbreviated sotl). Boyer argued 
for the academy to broaden its definition of scholarship in order 
to reward faculty for the work they do outside of the narrower 
conventional boundaries of research, teaching and service.

 

about wcu
among the first institutions in the country to adopt the Boyer 
model across campus, western Carolina University brings 
experience and vision as a leader in promoting institutional 
change that recognizes its faculty’s broad range of scholarly 
activities. a 2007 article by Inside higher ed featured wCU’s 
adoption of Boyer’s model to replace traditional measures of 
research, which lee s. shulman, president of the Carnegie 
Foundation for the advancement of teaching, called a 
significant shift. organizations beyond the university recognize 
its efforts: In 2009 and 2010, western Carolina was named to 
the President’s higher education Community service honor 
roll with distinction, the highest level of federal recognition 
for commitment to service and civic engagement. serving as 
your facilitators, our faculty and administrators will apply their 
expertise in the integration of Boyer’s model as it pertains to the 
strategic goals of your institution.

new ideas



possibilities
saturday-sunday June 23–24: arrival
settle into your room at the renaissance hotel and meet-and-
greet with other participants.

Monday, June 25: the boyer Model
Keynote session with Mary taylor huber from the Carnegie 
Foundation and workshops and small group sessions to identify 
key issues.

tuesday, June 26: faculty rewards
opening presentation and interactive sessions; discussions  
of your school’s growth and development; and in-depth work 
and study time to develop school plan.

wednesday, June 27:  
engaging scholarships
open group discussion; research and the issues important to 
participating schools; consultation sessions for individual teams.

explore the heart of the sMokies
asheville, north Carolina, is a beautifully eclectic city nestled 
in the smoky Mountains. It boasts a thriving arts community, 
a vibrant downtown, historic and architectural attractions and, 
of course, diverse and exciting outdoor adventure. take a scenic 
drive along the Blue ridge Parkway. savor innovative cuisine 
and unique flavors in a multitude of locally owned restaurants. 
asheville is a destination of relaxation, inspiration and beauty  
to be explored.

all retreat sessions and lodging are in the renaissance hotel, 
located in downtown asheville and within walking distance of 
shops, restaurants, theaters and galleries. the hotel also is easily 
accessible from Interstate 40 and the asheville regional airport.

 
reflections
Presentations of each schools’s plan for change, with discussion 
and feedback.

Dinner each evening is on your own, at the establishment of your choice.

who May participate
any two- or four-year institution of higher education that is 
looking to share in Boyer’s vision on their campus. 

to ensure that your plan includes a shared vision for the future, 
the organizers recommend that institutions attend the retreat  
in teams of three-six people. teams should include stakeholders 
in the development of Boyer’s model, including faculty, staff, 
faculty development professionals, student affairs professionals 
and administrators. 

those wishing to send smaller or larger teams should consult 
with the retreat’s organizer, laura Cruz, prior to registration.

PrograM detaIls

registration
retreat cost is $1,500 per team member and includes individual 
consultation; accommodations; breakfast, lunch and snacks; and 
participation in all activities. 

registration is due april 13 and payment is due May 18, 2012.

More information and online registration are available at  
boyer.wcu.edu. 

for More inforMation
laura Cruz, Director, Coulter Faculty Commons
lcruz@wcu.edu  |  828.227.2093

Retreat sponsored by the Office of the Provost and the Coulter Faculty Commons.
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